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A Forgotten Polish Hero of the Great Irish Famine:

PAUL STRZELECKI’S STRUGGLE TO SAVE THOUSANDS
Count Paul Edmund
Strzelecki
c.1870s

1. Ballinaboy School.
Sketchbook of West of
Ireland Scenes, Society for
Irish Church Missions
c. 1850
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Acting as the main representative of the b.R.A., strzelecki turned his
despair into action: in order to alleviate the critical situation of
famished irish families and especially children, he developed a
visionary and exceptionally effective mode of assistance: feeding
starving children directly through the schools.
he extended daily food rations to schoolchildren across the
most famine-stricken western part of ireland, while also distributing
clothing and promoting basic hygiene. At its peak in 1848, around
200,000 children from all denominations were being fed, many of
whom would otherwise have died from hunger and disease.
despite suffering from the effects of famine fever he contracted
in ireland, strzelecki dedicated himself tirelessly to hunger relief,
and his exemplary work for the b.R.A. was praised by his
contemporaries.
count strzelecki deserves wide recognition for his heroism,
unconditional commitment, deep empathy, and the impact he made
during the catastrophic Famine period.
this exhibition tells the story of his remarkable life and
achievement.
*strzelecki pronounced [st’ʃeletski]
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2. ‘Brother, Brother, We’re
Both In The Wrong!’, John
Leech, in Punch
15 June 1844

count Paul (Paweł) strzelecki, a world-renowned Polish explorer and
scientist, volunteered to work in ireland to combat raging Famine
over a three-year period (1847-49) with the resources granted by
the british Relief Association (b.R.A.), the charity he represented.
having travelled the world and witnessed human misery before,
upon his arrival to ireland he was nonetheless appalled. he wrote to
his colleagues:
“You may now believe anything you hear and read, because what
I actually see surpasses what I ever read of past and present
calamities”.
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Who was PAUL STRZELECKI?
Count Strzelecki
c. 1840s
1. Clement Crutwell’s 1799
Map of Poland shows the
boundaries of 1772 and the
subsequent partitions of
Poland-Lithuania by russia,
Prussia and austria in 1772,
1793 and 1795. Strzelecki’s
home district of Poznań
came under Prussian rule in
1793.

STrzELECkI’S BIrThPLaCE:
Głuszyna, a village near Poznań
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EXILE FROM POLAND
strzelecki’s reasons for leaving Poland around 1829 were thus personal and
professional rather than political. Nevertheless, throughout his life he retained a deep
sense of Polish identity, was supportive of political refugees, and idolised tadeusz
Kościuszko (1746-1817), the general and statesman who had served under George
Washington in America, and led the Polish national uprising of 1794. like many european
émigrés of his era, strzelecki found refuge in and developed a strong attachment to
britain. he travelled widely on the continent and in england and scotland, pursuing his
studies of geology, metallurgy and agronomy. it is likely he received a small income
from his family’s Polish estates, but made his way abroad mostly through his skills
as well as personal charm and quick wits, and respect for his inherited title.
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2 (below). Village of
Głuszyna, birthplace of
Strzelecki.
3 (bottom). Birthplace of
Strzelecki. The house was
destroyed during the war.
1939

Paul (Paweł) edmund strzelecki was born in 1797 in Głuszyna, a village near Poznań,
in Prussian-occupied Poland. his family was from the minor Polish nobility and he
inherited the title ‘count’, by which he was to become known abroad. he was
employed as a land agent by Prince Francis sapieha which taught him useful lessons
in agricultural management and land law, but ended in disaster when the personal
animosity of the Prince’s son and heir led to ruinous law suits against strzelecki and
ultimately dismissal from his post in 1829. young strzelecki’s love affair with the
daughter of an affluent neighbouring landowner, Adyna turno, ended in rejection by
her family, although the couple were to maintain a clandestine personal
correspondence for four decades.
he wrote to her in 1840:
“I loved you and who would have thought this most natural feeling to be a fault in
me? It might all have turned out differently but I could do nothing to change the
course of affairs once I realised that you loved me in return. So, I bade you
farewell, packed my belongings and in spite of your grandmother’s entreaties, I
left the country. Was that for my pleasure? Or for yours? No, it was out of
respect for your father. I could not cease to love you. That was beyond me, but
what is necessary in a man of honour, that I did.”
- letter to Adyna turno, 1 August, 1840.
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Exploring the Americas and Australia
Mount kościuszko, named by
Paul Strzelecki
Samuel Calvert
1863

1. Map of New South Wales
& Van Diemen Land in Paul
Strzelecki, Physical
Description of New South
Wales and Van Diemen’s
Land: Accompanied by a
Geological Map, Sections
and Diagrams, and Figures
of the Organic Remains.
1845
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TRAVERSING THE ANTIPODES

2. Frontispiece to Physical
Description of New South
Wales and Van Diemen’s
Land. Count Paul Edmund
Strzelecki
1845

3. Stamp issued by the
australian Postal Service to
honour the achievements of
explorers included
Strzelecki
Issue date 1983

strzelecki’s reputation for polymathic knowledge, good company and taste for
adventure placed him in good stead when he arrived at sydney in 1839. eager
to explore and survey the interior, he found official and private backing, and
traversed first the blue Mountains, and then the country south of sydney and
the interior of what would later become the state of Victoria. Ascending the
continent’s highest peak, he named it ‘Mount Kościuszko’ after his hero.
strzelecki’s travels in New south Wales and later in tasmania made him an
acknowledged expert on Australian geology, topography and natural history.

PROTECTOR OF ABORIGINES
he also took an anthropological interest in the aboriginal people. disturbed by
their declining numbers and loss of territory to colonisation, he criticised the
british government’s treatment of the dispossessed natives. speaking on their
behalf, he wrote:
“Leave us to our habits and customs. Do not embitter the days that are in
store for us by constraining us to obey yours. … Our fields and forests
which once furnished us with abundance of vegetable and animal food,
now yield us no more. They and their produce are yours. You prosper on
our native soil and we – are starving!”
– Physical description of New south Wales and Van diemen’s land (1845).
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in 1834, the 37 year old strzelecki left england on a world tour which would
last ten years. curiosity and a desire to extend his practical experience took
him first to the u.s. and canada, then to the West indies, south America and
Mexico; and in 1838-39 across the Pacific to Polynesia, New Zealand and
Australia. Much of his travel was subsidised by acting as a scientific advisor
on Royal Navy ships. Witnessing a captured slave ship off Rio de Janeiro led
him to denounce the barbarity and crimes of his fellow europeans; elsewhere
he investigated agronomy on Mexican haciendas, volcanic geology on hawaii
and the linguistic anthropology of Polynesia.
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Charitable Response to the Great Famine
‘The National Fast’,
Illustrated London News
27 March 1847

1. Portrait of Lionel Nathan
de rothschild
Illustrated London News
31 July 1847
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LEADING ROLE OF THE B.R.A.
one of these was the british Association for the Relief of distress
in ireland and the highlands of scotland, established in the city of
london on 1 January 1847 by a committee of prominent bankers,
including lionel de Rothschild, thomas baring and samuel Jones
loyd. With patronage from Queen Victoria, who donated £2,000
(approx. £174,000 today), it rapidly grew into the largest and most
well-funded relief body for ireland. the Association received many
donations from abroad, including £1000 (£87,000 today) from sultan
Abdulmejid i of turkey. collections were made at british and irish
church doors for the fund and through a National Fast day appeal
in March 1847. in total, some £470,000 (£41 million today) was
raised, in large and small contributions from rich and poor alike.
however, the b.R.A. needed volunteer agents to ensure its
resources reached those most in need.
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2. Portrait of Queen Victoria
Franz Xaver Winterhalter
1842

As strzelecki returned to britain, ireland was approaching a
catastrophe. the country was acutely vulnerable to economic
crisis, subject to a distant government in london, and with a
dense rural population living in conditions which strzelecki was
later to describe as worse than those of the Russian peasantry.
the first failure of the potato – the staple food of the rural poor –
came in september 1845, and provoked only a limited charitable
response.
the second, and almost total, potato failure of summer 1846
brought the country to a level of destitution and starvation
unprecedented in living memory. this was brought home to many
outside ireland by newspaper coverage of mass mortality from late
1846 and by appeals from clergy and philanthropists. the society
of Friends (Quakers) were the first charitable body to publicise
and respond to irish distress, but were soon followed by others.
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Strzelecki volunteers to fight the Famine
‘relief for Ireland’,
Illustrated London News
30 January 1847

1. ‘Mullins’s hut’ at Scull’
from ‘Sketches in the West
of Ireland’, Illustrated
London News. James Mahony
20 February 1847
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ARRIVAL IN IRELAND

2. Samuel Jones Loyd, Lord
Overstone. Engraving by
richard Taylor from The
Illustrated London News, No
2328
1 December 1883

Motivated inter alia by a desire to offer useful service to his new
country, strzelecki volunteered for unpaid relief work for the b.R.A. in
ireland on 20 January 1847. two days later the committee gave him
responsibility for the impoverished western counties of donegal, Mayo
and sligo, and arranged that he rendezvous with the steamer hMs
urgent, which had been loaned by the government to transport
charitable relief supplies to Killybegs and Westport. the conditions he
witnessed on arrival shocked him:
“No pen can describe the distress by which I am surrounded. It
has actually reached such a degree of lamentable extremes, that
it becomes above the power of exaggeration and
misrepresentation.”
– strzelecki to b.R.A. committee, Westport, 15 March 1847
he soon identified belmullet, and the barony of erris, county Mayo, as
a district that would require particular attention due to its
remoteness and impoverishment, and he established soup kitchens
there which were supervised by his assistant M.J. higgins. the
committee was to appoint a number of other agents for different
districts, but none was to serve as long in ireland as strzelecki, or to
demonstrate such commitment to the relief campaign and willingness
to act on his own initiative. the work of the Association in ireland is
thus rightly associated more with him than with any other individual.
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in 1843 strzelecki had returned to london and completed his book The
Physical Description of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land
(1845), winning the Royal Geographical society’s gold medal, but
gaining neither wealth nor employment. in 1845 he became a
naturalised british subject, sponsored by his friend the banker samuel
Jones loyd, who had an interest in Australian affairs.
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The Great Hunger in Connacht, 1847
‘The Famine in Ireland Funeral at Skibbereen’,
Illustrated London News.
from a sketch by Mr h.
Smyth, Cork
30 January 1847
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SUPPORT FOR THE SOUP RELIEF SCHEME
2. Beggars and peasants
assembled for Indian meal
L.L.C.B
July 1847

Aware of the limitations of private charity, strzelecki strongly
supported the government’s decision to introduce a new soup
kitchen relief system. he provided food to local committees to open
their feeding stations before official funding was belatedly
approved. by early May 1847 the soup kitchens were already
operating in Westport and surrounding unions, and by July over
three million people were being fed daily across ireland. strzelecki
noted at this time, ‘there was no such thing as starvation now’, but
was aware that this form of relief would not last.
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‘1. The Cork Society of
Friends’ Soup house’
Illustrated London News
16 January 1847

strzelecki arrived in connacht during the devastating Famine year
of 1847, when the sheer scale of distress, rampant fever epidemic
and absence of effective relief committees plunged western
districts into deeper crisis. the sudden closure of the government’s
public works in March without a new relief system in place threw
the poor yet more onto charitable resources. strzelecki now
frequently witnessed corpses lying unburied in the streets. he
toured the distressed district, recruiting Poor law inspectors to
assist him and making grants of food-aid and money to the
maximum allowed, while constantly urging the committee to give
him more resources. his energetic work was praised for keeping
many alive. Richard lynch, who worked closely with strzelecki at
Westport, wrote to him about the direct results of his labours:
“I have pleasure in bearing my testimony, to what is now so
generally acknowledged, that had it not been for your timely
interference in this as well as the other unions of the West of
Ireland, thousands must have fallen victims to famine and
disease.”
– Richard lynch (Government inspector) to strzelecki, 16
september 1847
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The Dublin Agent of the British Relief Association, 1847-8
Map (1847) indicating
Districts of agents of the
British relief association
(numbered and coloured per
agent, with depots marked
with red dots). Strzelecki
was assigned district 3
(Mayo & surrounds) on 21
January 1847.
Published in Report of the
British Association for the
Relief of the Extreme
Distress of Ireland and
Scotland (London, 1849)

1. Sir Charles Edward
Trevelyan. Engraving by
Daniel John Pound after a
photograph by John Watkins
1860
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TREVELYAN’S RELIEF STRATEGY FOR IRELAND

2. Notice from relief
Commissioners in Dublin,
announcing the cessation of
food relief, to be replaced
by the Poor Law system
august 1847

charles trevelyan, Assistant secretary to the treasury and
director of irish relief policy, now put pressure on the b.R.A.
to assist his strategy of making ireland reliant solely on the
Poor law, requesting that they use their remaining charitable
funds to provide outdoor relief in food on the ‘distressed
unions’ – initially 22 districts on the western seaboard from
Glenties in the north to skibbereen in the south.
strzelecki was expected to implement this policy. the
Poor law was harsher and less effective than the relief
committees and soup kitchens, but it did provide some food
aid to those most in need. With the grossly overcrowded
workhouses rife with disease, outdoor relief funded by b.R.A.
offered some aid to the starving. Nevertheless, strzelecki
could clearly see this would not be enough, especially as
this form of aid was unsuitable for families and those who
lived far from the workhouses.
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Many b.R.A. agents departed in summer 1847, but strzelecki
offered to stay on and was appointed central Agent for
ireland, based at Reynold’s hotel in dublin. this was despite
a severe bout of typhus fever he contracted at Westport,
from which he took some time to recover. taking control of
the island-wide operations of the Association, he now
directed 40 military and naval officers working in the
provinces. he followed the example of the Quakers in
distributing turnip seed to Mayo cottiers, which he hoped
would be ‘the foundation of the regeneration of this
wretched country’, but reserved most of the remaining funds
for the crisis he expected to follow the closure of the soup
kitchens, when the people would be ‘left to themselves’.
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Saving the Schoolchildren 1847-8
The Discovery of the Potato
Blight
Daniel Macdonald
1847

‘Miss kennedy Distributing
Clothes at kilrush’,
Illustrated London News
22 December 1849
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he stressed the humanitarian necessity of relieving ‘the helpless
children, who, in the general run and scramble for food, have been left
behind hungry by the way’, and the desirability of advancing their
education and of keeping whole families out of the workhouse by
removing parents’ anxieties for their children.

FEEDING THE CHILDREN
the committee agreed to strzelecki’s requests for food and clothing and
he set to work. by March 1848 nearly 200,000 children were receiving
meals in schools, mostly in the form of rye bread, which he believed
would permanently benefit the irish diet. strzelecki’s co-workers were
convinced that his intervention had saved many lives:
“It is a great comfort to see so many little children happy and
healthy amidst the dreadful desolation around them, and I sincerely
wished in my heart that the subscribers to the Association fund
could witness the real good, almost unmixed with evil, it has
caused.”
– captain hotham, tralee, to b.R.A. committee, 16 January 1848.
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2. Ballinaboy School.
Sketchbook of West of
Ireland Scenes, Society for
Irish Church Missions
c. 1850

strzelecki recognised that children were amongst the most vulnerable to
famine. he had tested the innovative idea of feeding children through
schools in Westport, where he had provisioned 1,700 boys and girls in
spring 1847. he urged the committee to extend this mode of aid to all
the impoverished unions in the west.
“Now, impressed with the impending evils of destitution in the
approaching winter, and with the utter inability of the Poor Law
provision to afford … all that due protection and relief which the
destitute children deserved … I have begged of you that I be
allowed to extend to other equally distressed districts in Ireland
the system of separate relief which so well answered at Westport.”
– strzelecki to b.R.A. committee, 24 october 1847.
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Finishing his Mission in Ireland, 1848-9
Count Edmund Strzelecki
Józef holewiński
1873

1. ‘While the Crop Grows
Ireland Starves’, The Puppet
Show. 13 May 1849
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RETURN TO IRELAND
to his great credit, strzelecki recognised this continuing crisis, and
returned in June-september 1849. he travelled 2,700 miles across
connacht and Munster, distributing a further £6,400 (approx. £557,000
today) in charitable aid. this amount had been raised in britain through
his personal advocacy, and was remarkable given the loss of public
interest in irish charity by this point.

HUMANITARIANISM ABOVE ALL

2. Report of the British
Relief Association
London
1849

Giving evidence in 1849, strzelecki stated that he believed land
consolidation and emigration were essential in ireland, and endorsed the
government’s 1849 encumbered estates Act to promote land sales. but
he also made explicit his view that humanitarianism must always take
priority in policy and that ireland should not be abandoned to its fate:
“Far from this being an ordinary case, it is an extraordinary one, an
unparalleled case, and an exceptional case … The very first thing
which it is the duty of the public to look to is, that the immediate
distress should be relieved, and that people in the British empire,
so long as the empire possesses any means, should not be allowed
to die from starvation … You cannot reason in an abstract way
when you see men dying in the streets.”
– strzelecki to the house of lords select committee on irish Poor
laws, 4 May 1849.
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by July 1848 the reserves of the b.R.A. were virtually exhausted and the
committee decided to close its operations and recall strzelecki. its final
report lauded his work as ensuring that ‘real and permanent good has
been effected amongst the poor, and amongst the rising generation
more especially.’ this proved premature, for a further potato failure in
Autumn 1848 plunged the west of ireland into another season of mass
starvation, with death rates in early 1849 approaching those of 1847.
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Strzelecki’s Legacy
Monument to Sir Paul
Edmund Strzelecki,
Jindabyne, australia.
Dozens of memorials to
Strzelecki have been
erected in australia,
commemorating his feats of
exploration and scientific
discoveries

2. Plaque commemorating
Paul E. Strzelecki unveiled
in Clifden, Co. Galway, on
June 18, 2018, by the Polish
ambassador to Ireland, Mr.
ryszard Sarkowicz and the
Cathaoirleach of the County
of Galway, Cllr Eileen
Mannion.
1. Strzelecki's remains were
repatriated from London to
Poland in 1997, to a crypt in
the church of St. adalbert in
Poznań.
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BACK IN LONDON

3. Dublin plaque
commemorating Strzelecki.
In 2015 Strzelecki’s role in
Irish famine relief was
commemorated by a plaque
in Dublin on O’Connell
Street, sponsored by the
citizens of Poznań, Irish
Polish Society, the Irish
Culture Foundation (Poznań),
and Dublin City Council.

strzelecki found employment with Jones loyd, continued to be active in
scientific circles, and to take an interest in public affairs. impressed by
the improved conditions of irish settlers in Australia, he strongly
supported caroline chisholm’s Family colonisation loan society to assist
emigration there in the 1850s. in 1855 he travelled to the crimea to assist
in improving the welfare of ordinary soldiers, and he became friendly with
Florence Nightingale. in 1867, he at last met Adyna turno again, with
whom he had corresponded for many decades, but they never married.
strzelecki died in his adopted city of london in 1873 at the age of 76.
in 1997, his remains were relocated from london to the Polish city of
Poznań, the capital of the Wielkopolska region where he was originally
from.

LEGACY ACROSS THE CONTINENTS
strzelecki modestly asked that his papers be burned and that he be
buried without a tombstone. he is remembered in Australia, where his
tours of exploration did so much to map the interior, and where a number
of geographical features bear his name. he is also honoured in Poland as
an émigré who did much to connect that country with the wider world.
but perhaps above all he deserves to be remembered in ireland for his
charitable work, in conditions of social catastrophe and official
indifference, to bring aid to the afflicted poor, and especially the children
of the west – many thousands of whom were kept alive through his
intervention. his convictions and actions distinguish him as one of the
great humanitarians of the nineteenth century.
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strzelecki’s relief work in ireland was praised by the b.R.A., in the press
and by those who worked with him, for its efficiency, courage and
humanity. he was knighted as a commander of the order of the bath in
1848, an honour he valued deeply.
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Page 22-23. Main image: Monument to Sir
Paul Edmund Strzelecki, Jindabyne, australia.
1988. [Courtesy of Snowy Monaro Regional
Council; Design: Jerzy Sobociński]. Dozens of
memorials to Strzelecki have been erected
in australia, commemorating his feats of
exploration and scientific discoveries. 1.
Crypt with remains of Pawel Edmund
Strzelecki. Strzelecki’s remains were
repatriated to Poland in 1997, to a crypt in
the church of St adalbert in Poznań.
[Photograph: Poznań City Council]. 2. Plaque
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